Trade for Images Model Release Form for Bodyscapes By Dan
I __________________________ (hereafter "Model"), do hereby irrevocably authorize Dan
Brown and those acting with Photographer's permission, to use photographs taken by
Photographer of myself and derivative works based thereupon (collectively hereafter the
"Photos") for all lawful purposes subject to the terms and conditions described herein.
I agree that the aforementioned exchange is for photographs delivered to me by
Photographer in the quantity and format described as follows:
•

6 or more “best of” images from the shoot - edited, retouched and optimized for
web at 72 DPI, to be used for portfolio pieces.

Additional prints and 300dpi images may be obtained from the photographer.
Photographer does not release unedited images and the model should not expect to
receive or inspect all of the raw images unless specific arrangements are made in
advance. Images will be provided on CD/DVD or available for download, depending on
Models preference.
I agree that, while I may use the Photos for purposes related to the promotion of my
Modeling business, including but not limited to advertising, portfolios, composite cards,
exhibitions, contests, and promotional internet web sites, I will not sell publication rights
in any or all of the Photos without Photographer's prior consent and agree to credit the
photographer where the images are used or forfeit my rights of use under this release.
Likewise, I authorize Photographer to use the Photos for purposes related to the
promotion of Photographer's business, including but not limited to advertising, portfolios,
composite cards, exhibitions, contests, and promotional internet web sites, and
publication.
I acknowledge that any photos, artwork or illustrations given to me by Photographer are
for personal use only and that Photographer retains copyright and ownership of any and
all works created. No modification or manipulation, including but not limited to cropping,
alteration of colors or contrast, removal of watermark(s), and/or addition or subtraction
of visual elements is allowed without the express permission of Photographer. Any other
usage, commercial or otherwise, which includes but is not limited to, sale of prints, use
as content for internet pay sites, publishing in print media or use as stock material, is
prohibited without the express permission of Photographer. The sale or transfer of usage
rights in any form is prohibited.
Model hereby releases and agrees to hold harmless Photographer and those acting under
his permission, from any liability by virtue of editing the images unless it can be clearly
shown that the foregoing was maliciously caused, and produced, and published solely for
the purpose of subjecting Model to conspicuous ridicule, scandal, reproach, scorn, and
indignity.
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Model hereby affirms that all poses, positions and situations enacted in the Photos
covered in this release were entered into without force, coercion, or threat whatsoever,
and were posed freely by Model with Model's full consent. Model further agrees to hold
blameless and free of all accusation of such force or coercion Photographer, his legal
representatives, assigns, and those acting under his permission.
For Photos in which model appears partially clothed or fully nude, Models consents to the
below portions of the anatomy to be visible in the Photos when released;
_______ Nipple(s)

_______ Areola(s)

_______ Genitals

_______ Buttocks

_______ Glutes

_______ Face (Entire face only, non-identifying portions are not included in this)
_______ Distinguishing tattoo(s) or body modifications (that include names, custom
artwork not included)
Model hereby affirms that his/her date of birth is ________________ and that Model is fully
able to contract in his/her own name without breach of any prior agreement or
applicable law, including but not limited to prior agreements with modeling and talent
agencies.
I have read the foregoing prior to its execution and I am fully familiar with and agree to
the contents thereof.
Model's signature__________________________________________
Date ___________
Photographer's signature__________________________________________
Date ___________
Model's mailing address_____________________________________
Email address ____________________________________________________

